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Dear All,
Welcome to the 38th Edition of ERC Justice Updates your regular newsletter
from the Edmund Rice Centre, on all sorts of matters relating to human rights,
first nations and environmental justice.
As we enter into 2021 let us hope and pray that those good things that came
into our lives in 2020 remain, continue and expand and those things that were
difficult and onerous - lessen and fade into the distance. Let us reflect on
John O'Donohue's words:

As always please send us anything you would like included in Justice
Updates. Your suggestions and comments both positive and negative or
indeed any information that you would like to disseminate amongst the wider
Edmund Rice Network - it is all much appreciated.
Don't forget to forward Justice Updates onto anyone or let me know their
email address and I will subscribe them.
Previous editions are available at https://www.erc.org.au/newsletters
Peace

Marita
Communications Project Officer,
Marita McInerney

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander readers are advised that there are articles
in this publication with names and images of deceased people.

In December 2020 the UNSW Social Policy Research Centre (SPRC) and the
Australian Council of Social Services (ACOSS) released the second part of
their analysis of inequality in Australia pre-COVID. The report - Inequality in
Australia 2020: Part 2, who is affected and Why - sets a baseline of data
against which to assess COVID-19's impact on inequality in Australia.
A short summary of the findings:
The highest 10% of households by wealth owns almost half (46%) of all
household wealth, followed by the "middle wealth group" (those in the
60th to 90th wealth percentile) with 38%, leaving the lowest 60% - who
are younger and poorer - with just 16% of all wealth.
Wealth in the form of shares and other financial investments and
investment property is especially skewed towards towards the highest
10%, who hold two-thirds of these assets, including investment property

averaging $802,000 in values and shares, business and financial
investments worth and average of $1,441,000.
The retirement Income Review revealed that the average value of
inheritances received by people in the highest 20% by wealth was around
$180,000 - twice that of the middle 20% and four times the lowest 20%.
Overall, superannuation death benefits are projected to rise from $17
billion in 2019 to $130 billion in 2059, in large part due to lax draw-down
requirements and excessively generous exemption from tax of the
earnings of super funds after a member retires.
Professor Carla Treloar, Director of the SPRC said that while we like to think of
Australia as the land of the fair go,the reality is that Australia has significant
levels of inequality, especially wealth inequality. This is shown in the facts
that:
"Prior to the COVID recession the highest 20% of households with
average after-tax incomes of $4166 per week, had almost six times the
income of the lowest 20%, of $753 per week".
Recent evidence indicates the "JobKeeper and JobSeeker payments
reduced overall income inequality despite the recession. As these
payments are wound back, the harsh effects of high unemployment and
low-income support payments for those affected, and reductions in paid
working hours, will be revealed".
Professor Treloar said that while the number of part-time jobs has
recovered to it pre-COVID level, so far only one-third of fulltime positions
have been restored.
ACOSS CEO Dr. Cassandra Goldie said the report shows inequality was stark
in Australia even before this year, when we have experienced the deepest
recession since the 1930's.
" People on JobSeeker, including single parents, are now seriously left
behind in the economic recovery, especially with the government cutting
back in come support at Christmas time to just $50 a day and threatening
to go back to the old Newstart rate of $40 a day in March".
Dr. Goldie believes that "The prospect that high levels of wealth inequality may
become entrenched after the pandemic is also concerning, as high incomeearners save more of their income and investment returns and house prices
pick up again, ahead of growth in wages".

January 21, 2021 Pax Christi USA

STATEMENT: On the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons
becoming international law
“For her part, the Catholic Church is irrevocably committed to promoting peace
between peoples and nations. This is a duty to which the Church feels bound
before God and every man and woman in our world. We must never grow weary of
working to support the principal international legal instruments of nuclear
disarmament and non-proliferation, including the Treaty on the prohibition of
nuclear weapons.” ~Pope Francis in Nagasaki, Japan, Nov. 24, 2019
On Friday, January 22, 2021, the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons
(TPNW) will enter into force, which means that its provisions make it illegal for
nations which have ratified the treaty to participate in the development, production,
possession or use of nuclear weapons. To date, fifty-one countries have ratified the
treaty and many more have signed it. More than 75 years after nuclear weapons
were developed and used, the international community has imposed a ban on these
weapons of mass destruction.
Following the adoption of the TPNW at the UN on July 7, 2017, the United States
issued a joint press statement with the United Kingdom and France, stating
unequivocally, “We do not intend to sign, ratify or ever become party to it.” The U.S.
opposition to the treaty has included pressure on many of its allies, like Japan, to
also reject the TPNW.

Read More:
https://paxchristiusa.org/2021/01/21/statement-on-the-treaty-on-the-prohibition-ofnuclear-weapons-becoming-international-law/

Sign nuclear weapons treaty, Prime Minister urged
The Bishop Delegate for Social Justice Bishop Terry Brady has written to Prime
Minister Scott Morrison, urging Australia to join the countries who have signed
a treaty to ban nuclear weapons that comes into force today.

The majority of United Nations member states, including the Holy See, have
signed the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons. Australia, however,
has not yet become a signatory.
In his letter to Mr Morrison, Bishop Terry Brady explained that the elimination of
nuclear weapons would be a major step towards creating peace in the world.
“Experience has taught us that the threat of mutual destruction – with the
possibility of the total destruction of humankind and our common home –
cannot provide a foundation for peace and security in the multipolar world of the
twenty-first century,” Bishop Brady wrote.
“Nuclear weapons are incapable of addressing terrorism, asymmetrical
conflicts, cybersecurity, ecological problems, or poverty.
“Any use of nuclear weapons is clearly immoral as they are inherently
indiscriminate and their impact is uncontainable in time and space.”
Bishop Brady said the continued availability of nuclear weapons “poses an
unacceptable risk of deliberate or accidental use, and it diverts resources from
the things that positively foster peace”.
Bishop Brady’s letter is not the first effort by Catholic and other religious leaders
to call for the Australian Government to sign the treaty.
In August last year, dozens of religious groups, including the Bishops
Commission for Social Justice, Mission and Service, Catholic Religious
Australia and a number of Catholic religious institutes signed an open letter to
the Prime Minister and Opposition Leader.
Pope Francis has been an international leader in calling for the prohibition of
nuclear weapons.
Speaking to a 2017 UN conference focused on creating something like the
current treaty, the Pope said: “International peace and stability cannot be based
on a false sense of security, on the threat of mutual destruction or total
annihilation, or on simply maintaining a balance of power.
Read More: https://mediablog.catholic.org.au/sign-nuclear-weapons-treaty-

prime-minister-urged/

Can we breathe?
Gregory Phillips, indigenousx.com.au, 31st December 2020

At the end of 2020, it is useful to reflect on the fact that bushfires, white
supremacy and coronavirus are all the natural consequences of colonization.
They are all symptoms of societies who don’t know their values, don’t know
how to connect to country or manage the natural world, and don’t know how to
balance individual agency with the collective good.
The oldest human living cultures on the planet, on the oldest continent on earth,
knew that to survive ice ages and genocide itself, we had to evolve extremely
sophisticated and yet deceptively simple governance systems. We knew how to
balance power and authority, individual agency with the collective good, and
both male and female power. We still do.
But white people are obsessed with white supremacy.
Apparently only they can know what good is. This is a lie. They are extremely
naïve and young cultures – obsessed with greed and money over their own
survival.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples had, and have, science well
before white people got here. We were and are epidemiologists, engineers,
genealogists, lawyers, doctors, midwives, scientists and teachers. We weren’t
just stumbling around the bush bumping into a kangaroo every now and then.

This knowledge, the oldest and therefore most successful human knowledges
on the planet, is still alive. But we will not blindly share it with people with no
soul and no ethics.
And so it is time to re-assess the relationship between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal Peoples, and between humans and the countries we live on. The
survival of humanity depends on it.
Read more:
http://indigenousx.com.au/can-we-breathe/?
fbclid=IwAR3TByEFNRAPJ3usEPKHMJZsrq04sCmTIUfDAIWnYqM5EcbBkZli1Ia75Y

Sweden and Uruguay have asked Australia about the overrepresentation of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in
the justice system. Photograph: Jonny Weeks/The Guardian

UN countries challenge Australia's Indigenous incarceration
record in human rights review
Nations question delay in raising age of criminal responsibility to 14 and
response to Uluru statement
Daniel Hurst, The Guardian, 19th January 2021
The Australian government is to be challenged over the country’s lack of
progress in reducing rates of Indigenous incarceration at a UN hearing this

week.
Sweden and Uruguay have submitted questions in advance about the
overrepresentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in Australian
prisons, while Germany wants to know why Australia has delayed a push to
raise the age of criminal responsibility from 10 to 14 years.
Countries will raise questions about Australia’s human rights performance on
Wednesday, as part of the UN human rights council’s universal periodic review
process that happens about every five years.
The Australian government has said it has made “significant achievements in
the realisation of human rights” since the previous review in 2015.
“These include significant investments addressing family and domestic
violence, human trafficking and modern slavery and the legalisation of samesex marriage,” the Australian government said in a submission to the review.
The government said Covid-19 was presenting new challenges in the protection
of human rights across Australia.
“However, our strong democratic institutions have ensured that our response
carefully balances the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest
attainable standard of physical and mental health with other rights, such as
liberty of movement, which may need to be temporarily curtailed.”
Andrew Walter, a senior official from the Attorney-General’s Department, will
lead the Australian delegation at the review on Wednesday.
Countries have submitted 31 questions in advance, many of them focused on
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander rights.
Read More:
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/jan/19/un-countrieschallenge-australias-indigenous-incarceration-record-in-human-rights-review?
utm_term=940b12a5881c0aeee00d1f858db375b6&utm_campaign=GuardianTo
dayAUS&utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&CMP=GTAU_email

Patrick Dodson Facebook Post 9th January 2021
A First Nations Voice to Parliament must not be at the whim of
government and should be enshrined in our Constitution. It is
disappointing that the Government barred its advisory groups from

even considering this. Read Labor's statement on the Voice interim
report:

Image: Zach Vessels/Unsplash.

Making a difference: reflections on Pope Francis’ 2021 World Day
of Peace message
Tony Magliano, 8 January 2021
If ever there was a time to unleash the Catholic Church’s “secret weapon,” it’s
now!

This nonviolent weapon if consistently used would have tremendous power to
neutralize evil forces – which Pope Francis laments sadly, continue to inflict
grave harm even during this pandemic – like “nationalism, racism and
xenophobia, and wars and conflicts that bring only death and destruction in
their wake.”
In his January 1, 2021 World Day of Peace message titled “A Culture of Care
as a Path to Peace” Pope Francis writes “These and other events that marked
humanity’s path this past year have taught us how important it is to care for one
another and creation in efforts to build a more fraternal society … a culture of
care as a way to combat the culture of indifference, waste and confrontation so
prevalent in our time.”
And the Holy Father explains that the foundation for a culture of care should be
based on what is unfortunately known as the Church’s best kept secret – that
is, the social doctrine of the Church or better known as Catholic social teaching
(CST). This nonviolent powerful secret weapon of the Catholic Church needs to
be discovered by every Catholic and zealously applied to the problems facing
our sick and wounded world.
In “A Culture of Care as a Path to Peace,” Pope Francis writes that the Catholic
Church’s social “doctrine is offered to all people of goodwill as a precious
patrimony of principles, criteria and proposals that can serve as a ‘grammar’ of
care: commitment to promoting the dignity of each human person, solidarity
with the poor and vulnerable, the pursuit of the common good and concern for
protection of creation.”
Francis reminds us that the Catholic social teaching principle of respect for the
dignity of every human being insists that “Each human person is an end in
himself or herself, and never simply a means to be valued only for his or her
usefulness.” This all inclusive moral principle demands that everyone,
regardless of her/his physical or mental condition, must be afforded the full
range of protection and assistance deserving a human being made in the
imagine and likeness of God. It underscores that truth of our faith that no
human being is expendable – not the unborn, not the sick, not the elderly, not
the homeless, not the migrant, not the poor, not those who are different, not the
war-torn and not even the enemy.
Read More:
https://catholicoutlook.org/making-a-difference-reflections-on-pope-francis-

2021-world-day-of-peace-message/

Season’s Greetings: Australia Continues its Inhumane Treatment
of Refugees
Paul Gregoire, sydneycriminallawyers.com.au, 29th December 2020

When Australian Border Force officials called the former offshore refugee
detainees – who’d been locked up in Melbourne’s Mantra Hotel for over a year
– to a 14 December meeting, the 60-odd men were well aware that five other
Medevac transferees had just been released into the community.
So, understandably, their hopes were stirred, as they’ve now spent the last
seven to eight years incarcerated by our nation for having legally sought refuge
in Australia, after fleeing persecution in their home countries and arriving here
by boat.
But in true Dutton style the refugees – who were flown to Australia to receive
much-needed medical treatment and have since been confined inside transitory
hotel accommodation – were told they were to be moved to another alternative
place of detention (APOD) for further slow torture.
So, a week before Christmas, a mass of Victoria police officers arrived at the
hotel in the quiet suburb of Preston to transport the men to the Park Hotel in
Carlton: from one carpeted concentration camp to another.
Demonstrating out the front of the Mantra, advocates cried foul over the

government’s decision to continue the illegal detention of those who came
seeking help.
And the impact of the move has been so great that another long-term captive
attempted to take his own life right before Christ’s birthday.

Out of the frying pan
“The Mantra contract finished, so the government had to move them,” said
refugee rights activist Claire Gomez. “There were hundreds of police. It was a
full-scale military-looking operation, which was quite a shock.”
“Considering these guys have come from regimes where their lives were at risk,
I can’t imagine the impact that seeing this kind of operation would have had on
them,” she told Sydney Criminal Lawyers.
According to Gomez, the Park Hotel is problematic as the rooms are about a
quarter of the size of those where they spent the last year. However, unlike the
Mantra, there’s a small area to get some sun, which is beneficial, as most have
been suffering vitamin D deficiency without any.
So, after arriving in Australia from Manus and Nauru because of their medical
conditions, these men have had their health impacted further via a lack of
sunlight, and now they’re facing intensely cramped living conditions.
“I have heard in a friend’s voice a definite deterioration already, even though it
hasn’t been very long,” Gomez stressed. “They’re starting to struggle to
formulate conversation.”
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------So, this is Christmas
“We have a terrible fear that the government might send these men back to
Christmas Island,” Gomez continued. And the nurse made clear that this would
have a seriously detrimental impact upon the refugees who were first detained

at the island facility near on eight years ago.
Home affairs minister Peter Dutton announced on shock jock radio in August
that his department was going to start transferring noncitizen immigration
detainees awaiting deportation to the remote Christmas Island facility.
And despite ABF assurances that no asylum seekers or refugees will be sent to
the facility, history has taught their supporters not to trust the government’s
official line on such matters.
Right now, Australian PM Scott Morrison has the Biloela family locked up on the
island for the holiday season. It consists of two adult Tamil parents who arrived
in this country by boat many years ago and their two Australian-born infant
daughters: 5-year-old Kopika and 3-year-old Tharunicaa.
“The Park Hotel is only temporary. Serco is actively recruiting for a lot of staff to
work on Christmas Island, which will commence soon,” Gomez concluded.
“There is an idea the Christmas Island move could happen in March. So, it’s of
the greatest urgency that people start speaking out for these guys and showing
up to protests.”

Read More: https://www.sydneycriminallawyers.com.au/blog/seasonsgreetings-australia-continues-its-inhumane-treatment-of-refugees/?
fbclid=IwAR25VI06zsPlNX1qx74dxxYJdL9ydcwJKV0d8OlvGd902YdNpim5eQy
-T_w

http://miaf.net/the-smiling-boy-by-farhad-bandesh-when-animation-is-used-for-social-change/?
fbclid=IwAR3yxUCqBaPvYYZonrsyukzzk7JxwWqigrsF-4165cm56xnYbLD6udgyBNsThe Smiling Boy –
original photo

The Smiling Boy by Farhad Bandesh – When animation is used
for social change
“He is calm. He shows no fear. He looks happy.
It’s a sobering image when you realise that these people are being lined
up to be killed by Iraqi soldiers and were marked to be buried alive shortly
after the picture was taken.”
1989. Two lines of Kurdish refugees, children in the foreground and adults
behind. Eyes forward or staring down the barrel of the camera, they stand
squashed together, chests pressed into the backs of their line neighbour as
though queueing for some inane activity. Only one young boy in a small blue
parker breaks the continuity by looking directly into the camera and smiling. His
smile is broad and genuine, as though he recognises the photographer – as
one would smile at a friend or a beloved relative. He is calm. He shows no fear.
He looks happy.
It’s a sobering image when you realise that these people are being lined up to
be killed by Iraqi soldiers and were marked to be buried alive shortly after the
picture was taken.
Farhad Bandesh, the driving force behind the protest song entitled The Smiling

Boy is a Kurdish refugee (it’s worth noting that the population of his people are
spread between Northern Iraq, Iran, Syria and Turkey) who had been
imprisoned on Manus Island after fleeing persecution in his home country. After
the second world war, the Kurdish people where promised a nation state of
their own. This never eventuated. In 2013 Farhad fled persecution in his home
of Ilam, a city in Iranian Kurdistan. Upon arriving at Christmas Island by boat
from Jacarta he was immediately exiled to Manus Island detention centre.
The Smiling Boy is accompanied by a fully animated film clip – directed and
produced by Neil Sanders (Melbourne’s own LoopdeLoop ‘Loop-King’).
Perhaps you may not consider him the first choice to tackle such a subject and
Neil himself goes onto to say ‘At first I thought this was not a project suited to
me, I usually draw silly wobbly characters that make funny noises, but the
moment I heard the song I was drawn in. Farhad’s story and passion in his
delivery of it are an animator’s dream come true.’Animation is the perfect
medium to visually explain such an intensely evocative subject matter. The
ability to employ powerful visual euphemism and metaphor with grace and
dignity as well as presenting brutally honest accounts of reality is an intrinsic
truth of the artform, that animators and lovers of animation expect of auteur
animated storytelling.
The Smiling Boy does not fail in its delivery of using animation for its truest
artistic purpose – a straddling of reality and metaphor to produce storytelling
that is engaging, affecting and emotive.Speaking with Neil about his goals for
the film clip he says ‘My hope is that it refocuses the debate on refugees
around the human cost of Australia’s border policy. Our government has treated
these people like chess pieces to deter further arrivals, ignoring their humanity
and international law.’
Read More- Watch Film:
http://miaf.net/the-smiling-boy-by-farhad-bandesh-when-animation-is-used-forsocial-change/?fbclid=IwAR3yxUCqBaPvYYZonrsyukzzk7JxwWqigrsF4165cm56xnYbLD6udgyBNs

A September 23, 2015 file image of a general view from the Akcakale Refugee Camp in Sanliurfa, Turkey. Image: Tolga Sezgin/
Shutterstock

Each country also belongs to the foreigner
Paul Fahey, Catholic Outlook, January 11th 2021
I don’t think Pope Francis is recognised enough for his skill as a theologian. It is
the Pope Emeritus who is, rightly, widely recognised as possessing a brilliant
theological mind. Francis, on the other hand, is seen as the great pastor, or,
as Austen Ivereigh recently put it, “the world’s spiritual director.” I have
definitely been pastored by the pope. I’ve said often that if it wasn’t for Pope
Francis showing me the mercy and grace of God our Father I don’t know if I’d
still be Catholic.
However, there are moments when I think Francis teaches a particularly brilliant
theological point. If he were just a theologian I’d call it clever, but since he’s the
pope I’ll say it’s inspired. His particular theological insights, I believe, come from
his ability to read the signs of the times. His keen sense of what is really wrong
in the Church and the world. Here I think of his teachings about pastoral
accompaniment and neo-pelagianism (and there’s a lot I’ve written about
them), but in this article I want to focus on a novel theological turn Francis
made in Fratelli tutti concerning immigration.
The plight of migrants and refugees has been one of the pope’s main talking
points throughout his pontificate. Francis is very aware of rising xenophobia
and Nationalism around the globe as well as a growing fear and scapegoating
of immigrants and refugees, so he addresses the rights of migrants head-on.
However, the way he explains those rights in Fratelli Tutti is something I’ve

never seen before in Catholic Social Teaching.
Chapter three is where Francis lays out his argument. Now, the third chapter is
my favourite part of this encyclical. If chapter two—the reflection on the Parable
of the Good Samaritan—is the heart of this document, then chapter three is the
mind. Here the pope lays out a Christian anthropology, or a Christian
understanding of the human person, that’s founded on our inalienable dignity
and our vocation to love others. From this foundation the pope speaks about
the doctrine of the universal destination of goods.
Now this teaching isn’t new. Popes have written about the universal destination
of goods pretty explicitly for the past century. This doctrine is based on
Scripture, the Church Fathers, and St. Thomas Aquinas. I’ve written more in
depth about this here. And both Dan Amiri and Bishop Barron have recently
written about what Francis says about this teaching in Fratelli tutti.
In a nutshell, Francis expresses this doctrine by saying, “The world exists for
everyone, because all of us were born with the same dignity” and “the Christian
tradition has never recognised the right to private property as absolute or
inviolable” for “the right to private property can only be considered a secondary
natural right, derived from the principle of the universal destination of created
goods” (FT 118, 120). Simply put, private property is the most reasonable
means to the end of developing and distributing the goods of the earth to all
people. So while individuals have the right to private property, they don’t have
the right to do whatever they want with it. The use of property must be ordered
to the common good. We have the duty to give all excess wealth, anything
beyond necessity and propriety, to those in need (Rerum Novarum 22). And the
state has the “right and duty to regulate the legitimate exercise of the right to
ownership for the sake of the common good” (CCC 2406) by redistributing
wealth from those who have excess to those who lack what’s necessary.
While Francis expresses the doctrine of the universal destination of goods in a
traditional way, it’s what he does next that I thought was new and compelling.
The pope takes the principle that “the world exists for everyone” and applies it
to migrants and national borders. He says:
“Nowadays, a firm belief in the common destination of the earth’s goods
requires that this principle also be applied to nations, their territories and their
resources. Seen from the standpoint not only of the legitimacy of private
property and the rights of its citizens, but also of the first principle of the
common destination of goods, we can then say that each country also belongs

to the foreigner, inasmuch as a territory’s goods must not be denied to a needy
person coming from elsewhere. As the Bishops of the United States have
taught, there are fundamental rights that ‘precede any society because they
flow from the dignity granted to each person as created by God’” (FT 124).
Read More:
https://catholicoutlook.org/each-country-also-belongs-to-the-foreigner/

A Prayer for Reconciliation by Pádraig Ó Tuama
"May we—separated peoples, estranged strangers,
unfriended families, divided communities—
turn toward each other,
and turn toward our stories,
with understanding and listening,
with argument and acceptance,
with challenge, change
and consolation.
Because if God is to be found,
God will be found
in the space
between."

Barbados Prime Minister Mia Mottley said low-lying nations are not big polluters but face the worst impacts of climate
change.Credit:AP

Every country must declare a state of 'climate emergency', UN
chief tells world leaders
Bevan Shields, SMH, 13th December 2020

The leader of a low-lying nation at risk from global warming has suggested
major emitters would go close to committing "climate genocide" if they do not
do more to cut emissions.
Mia Mottley, the Prime Minister of Barbados, made the claim during a virtual
summit in which United Nations secretary-general António Guterres urged all
countries to declare a "climate emergency" only to be revoked should carbon
neutrality be achieved by mid-century.
World leaders will share the spotlight at a global climate summit tonight and
Prime Minister Scott Morrison will not be among them.
Prime Minister Scott Morrison was blocked from speaking at the event held
overnight Sunday following a behind-the-scenes international tussle over
whether Australia's climate change policies were ambitious enough to warrant a
slot.
Attendance was only granted to world leaders who promised bold new
commitments but a number of participants merely repeated previously

announced promises or spruiked their past record on cutting pollution.
China - the world's largest polluter - underwhelmed green groups, only
unveiling incremental changes to some targets. Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi announced nothing new at all.
The most impassioned speech was delivered by Mottley, who warned the level
of ambition adopted by world leaders at a crucial UN climate summit in
Glasgow next November "will determine the fate" of countries most vulnerable
to global warming, including her Caribbean island state.
"Frankly, at the global level we need to move from placatory rhetoric to real
effective action or numerous nations across the world will be robbed of their
future," she said.
"I would like to believe the major emitters are not capable of what would, in
essence, be close to climate genocide. I'd like to believe that we are visible and
indispensable for them."
The December 12 summit was held to mark the fifth anniversary of the Paris
climate accord and build momentum towards the Glasgow talks. It was cohosted by Britain, France and the UN.
Guterres opened the event with a plea for every country to immediately enact a
"state of climate emergency". Thirty-eight countries have already done so but
the remaining 157 must join them, he said.
"Five years after the Paris [accord] we are still not going in the right direction,"
he said.
"There is a promise to limit temperature rises to as close [to] 1.5 degrees [as]
possible but the commitments made in Paris were far from enough to get there
and even those commitments are not being met.
"If we don't change course, we may be heading for a catastrophic temperature
rise of more than 3 degrees by the end of the century. Can anybody still deny
we are facing a dramatic emergency?"
The UN chief also criticised G20 countries - of which Australia is a member - for
not directing more coronavirus stimulus spending towards green projects.
"So far the members of the G20 are spending 50 per cent more in their stimulus

and rescue packages on sectors linked to fossil fuel production and
consumption than on low carbon energy. This is unacceptable.
"This is a moral test. We cannot use these resources to lock in policies
that burden future generations with a mountain of debt or a broken
planet."
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson again linked emissions reduction to job
creation and warned against climate ideology.
"We're doing this not because we are hair shirt-wearing, tree-hugging, mung
bean-munching eco-freaks - though I've got nothing against any of those
categories. We're doing it because we know that scientific advances will allow
us collectively as humanity to save our planet and create millions of high skilled
jobs as we recover from COVID."
Johnson has pledged to ban taxpayer financing for overseas fossil fuel projects
and lift the United Kingdom's 2030 emissions reduction target to 68 per cent.
Read More:
https://www.smh.com.au/world/europe/every-country-must-declare-a-state-ofclimate-emergency-un-chief-tells-world-leaders-20201212-p56mz5.html?
fbclid=IwAR3V9GHpUHMuOwneARSNvFl632gvHz9Y3lRmDmZQenoDu61SOEV6FPbsX4

Tropical cyclone Yasa tore through Fiji on December 17.Credit:KKU The Fijian Artist/Twitter

Australia trails Pacific nations in fight against climate change
Peter Walton, The Age, 29th December 2020
This is not normal. Such a statement might seem unsurprising in a year when
our very definition of normal has been turned on its head.
But these words weren’t written about COVID-19. This was how Fiji Prime
Minister Frank Bainimarama described the Category 5 cyclone that tore across
the island nation earlier this month.
The full extent of Cyclone Yasa’s carnage is still being assessed, but thousands
are reported to have lost their homes.
Fiji is accustomed to cyclones, but in recent years, their strength has taken
even the most seasoned observer by surprise.
Meanwhile, hurricanes in the Caribbean have been so common this year that
the World Meteorological Organisation exhausted its list of names and resorted
to using the Greek alphabet for only the second time.
And of course there were Australia’s own bushfires last summer, which
shocked the nation and the world with their unprecedented ferocity.
in other words, climate-related disasters are increasingly breaking their own
records, which is why — five years on from the Paris Agreement — it is
heartening to see so many countries doubling down on their emissions
reduction commitments.
Australia's major trading partners Japan and South Korea have committed to
net-zero emissions by 2050, as has China by 2060. The UK, EU and New
Zealand have also committed to the 2050 target, as has US president-elect Joe
Biden.
Read More:
https://www.theage.com.au/environment/climate-change/australia-trails-pacificnations-in-fight-against-climate-change-20201229-p56qms.html?
fbclid=IwAR3LrzbSEdmF8Z6QBpyzZHJgy_lOf-fmLb4RW00XM8HNL1-

oxxOmlTc7-SA

REFLECTIONS

Wendell Berry's simple blessing for a good life

I care not if you are an American, Iraqi, Israeli, Palestinian or whose flag you
live under.
I care not that you worship a God, or what his name may be.
I care not that you like or dislike me.
I care not whose head adorns the money that buys your comfort.
I care that you should be treated with the same dignity and respect I demand
for myself and for my family.
In fact I demand it!
I demand that the rights of each person regardless of place of birth is
respected, not because of their wealth or achievements but for the dignity that
is the birthright of all who are born to this earth.
Life demands not that we prosper at the expense of another but that we share
our humanity and call a crime a crime, regardless of who the victim is, or who
the villain.

Let us not walk in arrogance across the globe speaking of freedom while our
hands are stained in centuries of blood.
Let us not preach to the world as victims and use the crushed bodies of the
two thousand seven hundred and fifty nine people who perished on 9/11 as a
weapon to plunder a world that has long experienced the same devastation at
our hands.
Our tears and screams for justice are bitter taunts to a world that has been
bombed and bullied by a nation to sure of it's own goodness.
A man that has lived his life without looking at his past and identifying those
sections of his character that have brought pain to others is a tyrant. A nation
and its people who refuse to acknowledge its crimes and the suffering of its
victims is an evil to the world and should expect only evil as its reward.
How poor we are when we consider our own pain more worthy than the
suffering of others.
‘Power always thinks it has a great soul and vast views beyond the
comprehension of the weak; and that it is doing God's service when it is
violating all his laws.’
John Adams
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"I would rather be a [person] of conviction than a [person] of
conformity. Occasionally in life one develops a conviction so
precious and meaningful that [one] will stand on it till the end.
That is what I have found in nonviolence."
—Martin Luther King

We acknowledge the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples of Australia as the traditional owners
and custodians of the land. We commit ourselves to actively work alongside them for reconciliation and
justice. We pay our respects to the Elders; past, present and future. As we take our next step we
remember the first footsteps taken on this sacred land.
The Edmund Rice Centre wholeheartedly supports and endorses the
ULURU STATEMENT FROM THE HEART
and urges all Australians to get behind this wonderful statement.
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